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COMBO SETUPS FOR THE GREAT LAKES

18 to 24 inches

Coyote Spoon

Coyote Spoon

Storm® Wiggle Wart ®

or Storm® Mag Wart ®

Coyote Spoon
   or Speed Trap™

Coyote Spoon
   or Speed Trap™

Minimum 

20 inches

Free-Sliding Jet Diver™ & Trolling Rig

Free-Sliding Jet Diver™ & Double Lure Trolling Rig

Swivel

Swivel

Swivel

Swivel

Swivel

Swivel

Bead

Bead

Bead

To Rod

To Rod

To Rod

Jet Diver

Jet Diver

Minimum

6 to 10 inches

Minimum

6 to 10 inches

Free-Sliding Double Plug Trolling Rig

Note:  The legal number, style and size of hook do vary from state to state.  Check current fishing regulations.

4 to 6 feet

4 to 6 feet

4 to 6 feet
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Diving capability depends upon lure speed, line diameter, and distance between 
plug and rod tip.  Faster lure speed, smaller line diameter and greater distance 
provide maximum dive. 

JET DIVER™

The diver/bait backtrolling technique has become a standard among river salmon 
and steelhead anglers. Many are beginning to rig their divers free-sliding for 
easier strike I.D., hook set and a leverage-free fish fight. Free-slide rigging 
is optional with the standard Jet Diver, but becomes necessary when using 
the new free-sliding double-bait rigging. Free-slide rigging is standard on the 
largest 6” Jumbo size.

 When the goal is to achieve maximum diving depth from the Jet Diver braided 
superlines are the way to go. Because they offer incredibly small diameters 
for their strength, braids like Sufix® 832® Advanced Superline® Braid generate 
very little water resistance reducing one of the largest limiting factors in Jet 
Diver diving depth. For example, 30-pound 832® has a diameter equal to just 
8-pound monofilament, while 50-pound has the diameter of only 12-pound 
monofilament. 

COYOTE SPOON
There is no finer minnow imitation spoon than the Coyote Spoon. Its action 
and vibration have proved its effectiveness time after time. Because it is light 
weight, it works especially well behind a Jet Diver or as a top lure when fishing 
two lures on the same line.

WIGGLE WART® AND MAG WART®

The deep diving Warts work perfectly as the lead plug when fishing two lures 
on the same line.

You should always use a premium quality braided or 
monofilament line that has superior knot strength, small 
diameter in relation to pound test and is abrasion resistant. 


